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I offer a wide range of marketing strategy and project management services to natural health, wellness and vitamin supplement brands, and approach every engagement with a strategic mindset and customer-centric focus.





LEARN MORE
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Need help with a one-off health copywriting project or ongoing content creation? I’ll help your audience understand not only how your product or service can benefit them, but why yours is the brand they should trust with their health and wellbeing.





Let's get writing
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Ready to get crystal clear about how to bring your business dreams to life? My 1-to-1 marketing coaching packages and VIP Intensives are specially designed to help coaches, natural health professionals, spiritual business owners and other hippie-preneurs find their marketing groove.





START HERE
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2024 NATURAL HEALTH SOCIAL MEDIA CALENDAR




A year of daily social media inspiration for your natural health and wellness business for just $27!




Get a full year’s worth of strategic content ideas, specially designed to help you consistently build an engaged, aligned audience for your natural health practice or product. Includes topics that will showcase your expertise, increase your visibility, encourage your audience to know, like and trust you, and most importantly, grow your business.





ORDER NOW














Hi, I’m Jayne




A naturopath, herbalist and nutritionist with nearly 30 years of experience marketing and writing about all aspects of natural health and complementary medicine.
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Two things I’m equally passionate about are spreading the word about natural health and helping my clients succeed with smart, effective business strategies. That makes me the perfect person to help you launch your next product or program, revamp your website content, or lead the development of your brand, messaging or content planning and strategy.



As well as helping natural health brands with their copywriting and marketing project needs, I offer tailored marketing coaching for small business owners – especially those who feel a sense of soul purpose or spiritual calling around their work, like I do myself.





GET TO KNOW JAYNE














CLIENT LOVE








“FIRST CLASS STRATEGIC THINKER AND BRAND MARKETER”




Jayne’s strategic brand marketing and project management skills have proved invaluable to Fusion Health, most recently with our new product development projects and strategy. Her presentation skills and strategic thinking are first-class, and she’s articulate, intelligent, calm and thoughtful under pressure, as well as being incredibly thorough, accurate, creative, 100% reliable and a joy to work with.




Anita Wolf, Fusion Health
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“IT"S LIKE SEEING ALCHEMY IN ACTION!”




Working with Jayne is like seeing alchemy in action! I feel very fortunate to have had the benefit of her exceptional skill and experience in helping me shape the online face of my business. I can highly recommend Jayne’s services – she has an incredible gift with words, language, writing and soulful marketing.




LW, LW Counselling
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“SUPER INSIGHTFUL”




Jayne primarily worked with us as a writer, but her contribution to our marketing plans and strategy went way beyond that, including helping us refine our brand positioning, brand personality and tone of voice, which in turn helped focus and direct our marketing communications across all media.



Jayne always thinks outside of the box and works well beyond the brief to provide valuable marketing insights and ideas. Jayne is an absolute pleasure to work with, a great collaborator and super insightful. I would be happy to recommend her for any marketing project, especially in the natural health area - an industry she has a fabulous understanding of and passion for.




Caitlin Bancroft, Thompson’s
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“SUCH A POSITIVE AND ENJOYABLE EXPERIENCE!”




Even after working with Jayne for years, I’m still in awe of her clarity and insight. With her broad decades of experience, she quickly gets right to the centre of the issue and finds optimal ways to move forward. Jayne always makes the personal development that’s so vital to small business growth feel like such a satisfying, palatable, positive and enjoyable experience. I thoroughly recommend her coaching to anyone wanting to grow in confidence as a marketer and small business owner.




Christina Brown, Transform Yoga Pilates Barre
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I acknowledge the Guringai people, Traditional Custodians of the land on which I live and work, and pay my respects to their Elders

past, present and emerging, and to all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.
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